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Abstract
We indicate a large class of almost 1–1 extensions over minimal systems, which do not possess the
stroboscopic property, as defined by Misiurewicz and studied by Jimenez and Snoha [Topology Appl.
129 (2003) 301–316]. Sturmian flows and all Toeplitz flows belong to this class. This generalizes
a theorem of [Topology Appl. 129 (2003) 301–316] for Sturmian flows. Our result allows to easily
construct minimal weakly mixing systems without the stroboscopic property, which answers in the
negative a question posed in [Topology Appl. 129 (2003) 301–316]. Finally we prove that even the
strong stroboscopic property does not imply the stroboscopic property for induced (first return time)
systems.
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0. Introduction
In this note we address some problems and questions related to the stroboscopic prop-
erty of topological dynamical systems, a notion defined recently by Misiurewicz.
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98 T. Downarowicz, J. Serafin / Topology and its Applications 153 (2005) 97–106Let us consider a pair (X,T ) where X is a compact metric space and T :X → X is a
continuous map (this pair is called a topological dynamical system). The system (X,T ) has
the stroboscopic property (or briefly is stroboscopic) if for any given increasing sequence
(nk)k1 of positive integers, every x ∈ X is an accumulation point of the sequence {T nk z},
for some z ∈ X. The original question of Misiurewicz was whether all minimal maps had
the stroboscopic property. In a recent paper [3] of Jimenez and Snoha it is proved that the
stroboscopic property is exhibited by systems occurring on two extremities of dynamical
behavior: distal and topologically mixing. In fact mixing is proved equivalent to a stronger
version of the stroboscopic property. Jimenez and Snoha also gave examples of minimal
homeomorphisms (extensions of irrational rotations) which are not stroboscopic (which
settles the Misiurewicz’s problem). They posed the following natural question: Does every
minimal weakly mixing system have the stroboscopic property?
In the present note we extend some of the results contained in [3], indicating a large
class of extensions where the stroboscopic property fails. Within this class we find minimal
weakly mixing systems, in which we resolve the above quoted question of Jimenez and
Snoha. We also deal with the following problem: under what kind of natural constructions
is the stroboscopic property stable? It is clearly stable under taking topological factors, it is
also stable under taking products (for a detailed discussion see [3]). We prove here that if
T enjoys the stroboscopic property, then the induced system (Z,TZ), where Z is a closed
and open subset of X, need not necessarily inherit this property.
In Section 1 we introduce some notation and recall basic definitions in topological dy-
namics.
Sections 2 and 3 are devoted to almost 1–1 extensions and semicocycles, respectively,
where the approach as in [1] is extended to any transitive system in the base. These notions
are our main tools in constructing nonstroboscopic dynamical systems with the desired
properties (e.g., weak mixing). We show that semicocycle extensions of minimal systems
are almost 1–1 and minimal. In Section 2 we also recall that minimal almost 1–1 extensions
of weakly mixing systems are weakly mixing.
In Section 4 we indicate a large class of almost 1–1 extensions without the stroboscopic
property, including all essential almost 1–1 extensions of minimal distal systems. This
comprises all generalized Sturmian flows and Toeplitz flows (one of the original examples
of Jimenez and Snoha of a minimal system without the stroboscopic property was the
classical Sturmian flow). Further, this section contains an example of a minimal weakly
mixing nonstroboscopic system.
Last section contains an example of a mixing (hence stroboscopic) minimal system T
with an induced nonstroboscopic map TZ .
The authors would like to express their thanks to the referee for his very careful reading
of the manuscript and indicating many valuable corrections.
1. Basics on topological dynamical systems
Let Z and N0 denote the set of all integers and the set of all nonnegative integers,
respectively. Because many of our statements apply to both Z and N0, we will use I (as
integers) to denote either of these sets.
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mean a pair (X,T ), where X is a compact metric space and T :X → X is a continuous
map. We then consider the action of the semigroup of maps {T n: n ∈ N0} (by convention,
T 0 is the identity map). If T is a homeomorphism, we can also consider the action of
the group {T n: n ∈ Z}. According to our convention, we will often write {T n: n ∈ I},
remembering that I = Z is admitted only when T is a homeomorphism.
By an orbit of x ∈ X we shall mean the set O(x) = {T n(x): n ∈ I}. A system (X,T ) is
transitive if it contains a transitive point, i.e., one whose orbit is dense. If X has no isolated
points then the set of transitive points (if nonempty) is invariant and hence residual. In some
considerations of homeomorphisms, the distinction between the notion of transitivity for
the semigroup and group actions is very essential, however in this note its role will be
marginal. A subset F ⊂ X is invariant if it is nonempty and T (F ) ⊂ F (or T (F ) = F for
the action of Z). A set M is called minimal if it is closed, invariant, and contains no other
closed invariant subsets. The map T restricted to a minimal set is necessarily a surjection.
Every dynamical system contains a minimal set.
Recall that a subset S of I is called syndetic if there is a natural l such that S − {0,1,
2, . . . , l} ⊃ I, in other words I \ S does not contain arbitrarily long intervals of integers, in
other words S has bounded gaps. A point x in a topological dynamical system (X,T ) is
uniformly recurrent (some authors call it almost periodic) if for every open neighborhood
U of x the set of return times {n ∈ I: T n(x) ∈ U} is syndetic. It is well known that x is
uniformly recurrent if and only if its orbit closure O(x) is minimal. If T is a homeomor-
phism then the notions of minimality and uniform recurrence for the actions of Z and N0
coincide, and the orbit closures of a uniformly recurrent point with respect to these two ac-
tions are the same. A well-known equivalent condition for minimality of the whole space
X is that each point is transitive.
A topological dynamical system (X,T ) is called distal whenever x = y ⇒ d(T nx,
T ny) > δ for some positive δ (depending on x and y) and all n ∈ I. Obviously, in a distal
system the map T is a homeomorphism and it is well known that every point is uniformly
recurrent.
(X,T ) is (topologically) weakly mixing if the Cartesian product (X × X,T × T ) is
transitive. It is well known that a minimal system is weakly mixing if and only if its only
continuous eigenfunctions are constant. A system is rigid if there is a sequence nk → ∞
with T nkx → x for all x ∈ X.
2. Almost 1–1 extensions
Let π :X → Y be a continuous surjection of a compact metric space X onto some
Hausdorff space Y (then automatically Y is also compact and metrizable), and let Y1 denote
the set of points y ∈ Y whose fibers π−1(y) are singletons. Let X1 = π−1(Y1). Then, by
writing
Y1 =
⋂{
y ∈ Y : diam(π−1(y))< 1
n
}
,n1
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of X1 will be called singleton fibers. Observe the simple fact:
Lemma 2.1. The map π provides a homeomorphism between X1 and Y1 with respect to
the relative topologies.
Proof. Clearly π−1 is a well defined map on Y1. We need to show its continuity. Let yn →
y in Y1, let xn = π−1(yn), x = π−1(y). Any convergent subsequence xnk → z ∈ X maps
by π to a subsequence of yn convergent to y. This implies z ∈ π−1(y). By the assumption
that y ∈ Y1, all such points z are equal to the unique element in π−1(y), namely to x. 
The map π is called an almost 1–1 map if Y1 is dense in Y . Obviously, the denseness of
X1 in X is a sufficient but not necessary condition.
Definition 2.2. Given two topological dynamical systems, (X,T ) and (Y,S), we say that
(X,T ) is an almost 1–1 extension of (Y,S) (or (Y,S) is an almost 1–1 factor of (X,T )) if
there exists an almost 1–1 factoring map π from (X,T ) onto (Y,S).
Theorem 2.3. Let (X,T ) be an almost 1–1 extension of a minimal system (Y,S). Then
every x ∈ X1 is uniformly recurrent.
Proof. Consider a minimal subset M of X. By minimality of Y , π projects M onto Y .
Thus each singleton fiber belongs to M . 
An important feature of almost 1–1 extensions is preservation of certain dynamical
properties. We will be using the following
Theorem 2.4. A minimal almost 1–1 extension (X,T ) of a weakly mixing system (Y,S) is
weakly mixing.
Proof. Clearly, as a factor of a minimal system, (Y,S) must be minimal. We will use
a well-known criterion for the weak mixing property in minimal systems: the absence
of continuous nonconstant complex-valued eigenfunctions. Let h on X be a continuous
eigenfunction of T pertaining to an eigenvalue λ (obviously, |λ| = 1). Let F = π−1(y0) be
an arbitrary fiber and let nk be such that Snky0 → y1 with y1 ∈ Y1. Then, for any x ∈ F ,
T nkx → x1, where x1 is the unique point in π−1(y1). Then λnkh(x) = h(T nkx) → h(x1),
which implies that h(x) = limλ−nkh(x1). Thus h is constant on F . So, H(y) = h(π−1(y))
defines a continuous function on Y , which, as easily verified, is again an eigenfunction of
S pertaining to λ. By minimality and weak mixing property of (Y,S), H is constant, hence
so is h, proving the weak mixing property of (X,T ). 
Remark 2.5. In fact, we have proved that an almost 1–1 extension (X,T ) of a minimal
system (Y,S) has the same eigenvalues and eigenfunctions as (Y,S).
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We now present a simple construction of minimal almost 1–1 extensions of nonperiodic
minimal systems.
Let us begin with a transitive nonperiodic topological dynamical system (Y,S) with
no isolated points. Fix a transitive point y0 ∈ Y . Let Θ denote the orbit of y0, i.e.,
Θ = {Sny0: n ∈ I}. This set is endowed with the topology inherited from Y . The 1–1
correspondence n 
→ Sny0 allows one to identify Θ with the set of integers I with a new
(precompact) topology.
Definition 3.1. Let K be a compact metric space. A function f :Θ → K is called a semi-
cocycle on Y if it is continuous on Θ .
Let F denote the closure of the graph of f in Y ×K and consider the projection φ :F →
Y given by φ(y, ξ) = y. By transitivity of y0 and compactness of K , φ is a surjection, and
by continuity of f , φ is 1–1 at all points of Θ . Thus φ is an almost 1–1 map, and hence
the set C of points y with singleton section F(y) = {ξ ∈ K: (y, ξ) ∈ F } is a dense Gδ set
in Y containing Θ . Let D denote the complement of C in Y . The set C can be interpreted
as the maximal set onto which f can be extended continuously, while D is the set of
“discontinuities” of f . The set F(y) for y ∈ D may be viewed as the set of accumulation
values of f as the arguments approach y. The invariant set
E =
⋂
n∈I
S−n(C)
is again a dense Gδ set containing Θ .
The mentioned earlier identification of Θ with I, allows one to interpret a semicocycle f
just as an ordinary (one-sided or two-sided) sequence (also denoted by f ) with values in K .
In the space KI of such sequences there is a natural action of the left shift σ : (ξn)n∈I 
→
(ξn+1)n∈I, continuous with respect to the Tychonov topology in KI. Through such action,
the semicocycle gives rise to an almost 1–1 extension of (Y,S):
Definition 3.2. By a semicocycle extension of (Y,S) determined by a semicocycle f we
will understand the orbit closure of the pair (y0, f ) in the product system (Y ×KI, S ×σ).
We denote it by (Xf ,Tf ).
Theorem 3.3. The semicocycle extension (Xf ,Tf ) is almost 1–1. If (Y,S) is minimal then
so is (Xf ,Tf ).
Proof. Clearly, (Xf ,Tf ) is an extension of (Y,S) via the projection π onto the first coordi-
nate (by transitivity of y0 and compactness of K , such projection is onto Y ). By definition,
for every point x = (y, (ξn)n∈I) ∈ Xf there exists a sequence (ni) ⊂ I such that
x = lim
i
(
Sni y0,
(
f
(
Sni+ny0
))
n∈I
)
.
It is now seen that ξn ∈ F(Sny) for each n ∈ I. If y ∈ E then there is only one choice of ξn
for each n (because F(Sny) is a singleton). This implies that y has a singleton fiber via π .
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are defined only on such spaces), and π is almost 1–1. Furthermore, suppose (Y,S) is
minimal. Then y0 is uniformly recurrent and y0 ∈ Y1. Thus, by Theorem 2.3, the unique
point in the fiber of y0 is uniformly recurrent. But Xf has been defined precisely as the
orbit closure of that unique point, so (Xf ,Tf ) is minimal. 
Theorem 3.4. Every almost 1–1 extension (X,T ) of a transitive system (Y,S) without
isolated points is a semicocycle extension.
Proof. Denote by π the almost 1–1 factor map from X to Y . Let K = X. Because tran-
sitive points form a residual set in Y , there is a point y0 whose entire orbit Θ lies in Y1.
Thus f :Θ → K given by f = π−1 is well defined and, by Lemma 2.1, continuous. The
verification that (X,T ) is conjugate to (Xf ,Tf ) is straightforward. 
If f extends continuously to the whole space Y (i.e., D = ∅) then (Xf ,Tf ) is obviously
conjugate to (Y,S). An almost 1–1 extension will be called essential if it is not conjugate
to the underlying system. For semicocycle extensions this is equivalent to D = ∅.
Well-known examples of minimal essential semicocycle extensions are generalized
Sturmian flows (finite-valued semicocycle extensions over irrational rotations) and Toep-
litz flows (finite-valued semicocycle extensions over odometers). We refer the reader to [1]
for an exposition on semicocycle extensions over group rotations.
4. The stroboscopic property
Definition 4.1. A point x in a topological dynamical system (X,T ) is called stroboscopic
if for every increasing sequence (nk)k1 of integers there exists a point x′ ∈ X such that
x is an accumulation point of the sequence (T nkx′). The system (X,T ) is said to have the
stroboscopic property if every point x ∈ X is stroboscopic.
It is almost immediate to see that the stroboscopic property is inherited by topological
factors.
We will now describe a class of almost 1–1 semicocycle extensions which are never
stroboscopic. The main technical part is contained in the following statement.
Lemma 4.2. Let f be a semicocycle defined on a transitive system (Y,S) with no isolated
points. Suppose there exists an increasing sequence of positive integers (nk)k1 and two
points y ∈ D and x ∈ Y , such that
(1) Snkx → y and Snk′ x′ → y for any x′ = x and any subsequence (nk′),
(2) diam(F (Snkx)) → 0.
Then the semicocycle extension (Xf ,Tf ) does not possess the stroboscopic property.
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being a rigidity time, i.e., such that Snky → y for all y ∈ Y .
Proof of Lemma 4.2. Let (nk), y and x satisfy (1) and (2). By (2) we can find a subse-
quence (nk′) such that the sets F(Snk′ x) converge (as sets) to a single point ξ . Note that
ξ ∈ F(y). Let z ∈ Xf be a point in a fiber of x. Then z has the form (x, (ξn)n∈I), where
ξn ∈ F(Snx). Now, the sequence of images T nk′ z = (Snk′ x, (ξn+nk′ )n∈I) accumulates at
points of the form (y, (κn)n∈I) belonging to the fiber of y, necessarily with κ0 = ξ . Be-
cause F(y) is not a singleton, the fiber of y contains at least one point (y, (κ ′n)n∈I) for
which κ ′0 = ξ . Every such point is not stroboscopic, as it is not an accumulation point of
any orbit under the sequence nk′ (as shown, all orbits starting in the fiber of x tend to
points with κ0 = ξ , while orbits starting in fibers of other points x′ avoid vicinity of the
fiber of y). 
We can now formulate our main results, which are almost immediate consequences of
the above lemma.
Theorem 4.3. Any infinite minimal rigid system (Y,S) admits an almost 1–1 extension
which does not possess the stroboscopic property.
Proof. Take any semicocycle f for which D consists of just one point y (the existence
of such is easy). Then conditions (1) and (2) of Lemma 4.2 are satisfied: for any rigidity
time (nk) and x = y we simply have diam(F (Snkx)) = 0. (In fact, any semicocycle f with
so-called “separated holes”, i.e., such that D intersects every orbit at most one point, works
as well.) 
Theorem 4.4. Any essential almost 1–1 extension over a minimal distal system (Y,S) does
not possess the stroboscopic property.
Proof. By Theorem 3.4 it suffices to consider a semicocycle extension (Xf ,Tf ) (with all
objects as denoted in Section 3). Choose any y ∈ D and let x = y0. By the definition of
a semicocycle, diam(F (Snx)) = 0 for any n ∈ N. Minimality implies that Snkx → y for
some sequence (nk). By distality, the condition (1) of Lemma 4.2 is obviously satisfied.
The application of that lemma ends the proof. 
Remark 4.5. The above class includes all generalized Sturmian flows and Toeplitz flows.
Example 4.6. Let (Y,S) be a minimal weakly mixing and rigid system (the existence of
such systems is known, see, e.g., [2]). Let (X,T ) be a semicocycle extension of (Y,S) as
in Theorem 4.3 (e.g., with unique discontinuity). Then, by Theorems 3.3 and 2.4, (X,T ) is
minimal, weakly mixing, and it does not possess the stroboscopic property. This resolves
a question from [3].
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Let (X,T ) be a system and let Z be a closed and open subset of X for which the induced
(first return time) map TZ is well defined on Z (which is guaranteed if (X,T ) is minimal).
Then TZ is easily seen to be continuous. One can ask the following question: is the stro-
boscopic property of (X,T ) necessarily inherited by (Z,TZ)? Such question arises, since
the stroboscopic property depends upon certain freedom in choosing convergent subse-
quences from all sequences T nk at points, which seems to transfer easily to induced maps.
As our investigation presented below reveals, such intuition is rather misleading. Passing
to induced maps may destroy even the strong stroboscopic property (Example 5.3 below).
We begin by constructing an auxiliary 0–1 Toeplitz flow (see [1] for an exposition on
Toeplitz flows) which allows certain freedom for the number of digits 1 between pairs of
blocks at a fixed distance. This freedom will be later translated (in an enhanced system)
into freedom for distances between occurrences of pairs of blocks, a condition equivalent
to topological mixing.
Lemma 5.1. There exists a 0–1 Toeplitz sequence y = (yi)i∈I with the following property:
for any natural k and l there exists n0 ∈ N such that for any two blocks B and C of lengths
|B| and |C| not exceeding l, appearing in y at a distance n not smaller than n0, i.e.,
y
[
i, i + |B|)= B, y[i + n, i + n+ |C|)= C (5.2)
(n n0), there are places i1, i2, . . . , ik , one of them equal to i, such that the formula (5.2)
holds with i replaced by ij for every j = 1,2, . . . , k, and the quantities of symbols 1 in
the “gaps” y[ij + |B|, ij + n) form (as j ranges from 1 to k) an interval of length k of
integers.
Proof. Let (rt )t∈N be an increasing sequence of odd primes. We partition the integers I
into countably many periodic subsets Pt each of period 2t and density 2−t (t  1) (there
are easy standard ways to do it for both cases of I). Notice the “low neighbors proper-
ty”: between an element of Pt and one of Ps (say t  s) there are elements of all sets
P1, P2, . . . , Pt−1. The Toeplitz sequence y is constructed as follows: On each set Pt we
define a periodic function into {0,1} whose period (relative to the domain Pt ) is rt , assum-
ing consecutive values 0,0, . . . ,0,1,1, . . . ,1, with rt−12 zeros and
rt+1
2 ones. This defines
y on all integers. The periodic part of y corresponding to Pt will be called the t-skeleton.
It has two parameters: the “blind period” 2t (period of the domain) and the “true period”
rt2t (of both domain and assigned values). It remains to verify the desired property stated
in the assertion.
Fix k and l and let n be so large that rt2t > 2(n − l) ⇒ (t > l and rt−18 > 2k) (this
defines n0 as the smallest such number n). Fix two blocks B and C of lengths not exceeding
l appearing in y with a gap of length n between them. Let t1 and t2 be the indices of
the highest skeletons represented inside B and C, respectively. By the “low neighbors
property”, the second highest indices of skeletons represented in B and in C are smaller
than l. Now observe the skeletons present between the blocks B and C. Let Pt be the
highest such skeleton whose true period is not longer than 2(n − |B|). At least half of the
true period of Pt falls between B and C, which makes more than rt entries there. This2
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we will ignore such unit inaccuracies) places left for higher skeletons, half of that number
occupied by Pt+1. In particular Pt+1 is present between B and C, and by the choice of t , its
true period is larger than 2(n−|B|) (hence larger than 2(n− l)). By the definition of n, we
have t + 1 > l, and rt8 > 2k. At most a fraction of three quarters of the mentioned (nearly)
rt
2 positions occupied by skeletons higher than Pt may be occupied by the skeletons Pt1 and
Pt2 . This leaves out
rt
8 (more than 2k) positions. If a skeleton occupies less than k positions
between B and C, then all higher skeletons may occupy at most k positions there, so that all
such skeletons jointly occupy less than 2k positions. This proves the existence of skeleton
Ps with the following properties: its true period is larger than 2(n − |B|), it is represented
by some k′  k positions between B and C, and it is absent inside B or C (because s 
t +1 > l, and Pt1 and Pt2 have been eliminated). We can now advance forward in y by steps
equal to the smallest common multiple of the true periods of all skeletons present inside and
between B and C excluding Ps , and of the “blind period” 2s of Ps . Everywhere on the way
we will see copies of B and of C at a distance n, with the gap between them filled the same
way except at k′ positions belonging to the s-skeleton, where the fill may vary (nonetheless
each time the corresponding places belong to the s-skeleton). Restricting the observation to
the s-skeleton, we see a “sliding window” of length k′ advancing by a step relatively prime
with respect to the period rs . Thus the window assumes all possible positions modulo this
period. Because the window’s length is shorter than half of rs , we will see windows filled
with [0,0, . . . ,0], [0,0, . . . ,0,1], [0,0, . . . ,0,1,1], . . . , [0,1,1, . . . ,1], and [1,1, . . . ,1].
The assertion now follows immediately, because k′  k. 
We can now proceed with the example.
Example 5.2. There exists a minimal strongly mixing (hence stroboscopic) system and
a closed and open set such that the induced system does not have the stroboscopic property.
Namely, let y be the 0–1 Toeplitz sequence of Lemma 5.1, and let x be the sequence
on three symbols 0,1,2 obtained from y by inserting the symbol 2 after each symbol 1.
Let (X,T ) be the shift orbit-closure of x. Minimality of (X,T ) is immediate: every block
appears in x with bounded gaps (at most twice as big as the gaps in y of the block with
removed symbols 2). We will show that it is also topologically mixing.
For this, let D′ and C′ be any blocks appearing in x. We need to show that the set K of
distances at which some occurrence of C′ follows some occurrence of D′ in x contains an
interval [m,∞) of integers. Let p denote the maximal gap with which C′ occurs in x. Let
B ′ be a block of the form D′E′D′ appearing in x such that the length k of D′E′ is larger
than p. Fix an occurrence of B ′ in x. The distances between the terminal D′ in this copy
of B ′ and all following occurrences of C′ yield a subset K ′ of K which is syndetic with
maximal gap p. Let B and C be the blocks in y obtained from B ′ and C′, respectively, by
removing the symbols 2. Let l be the larger of lengths of B and C. For such choice of k
and l, Lemma 5.1 defines a number n0. Consider a number n′ larger than 2n0 belonging to
the (syndetic) set K ′. The fixed occurrence of B ′ and a C′ following at the distance n′ in
x corresponds (via removing the symbols 2) to an occurrence of B and C at a distance n
larger than n′ still larger than n0. In virtue of Lemma 5.1, the quantity of digits 1 between2
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by C at a distance n). Thus, in x we can find places where C′ follows B ′ at distances
which form an interval of integers of length k containing n′. All these distances belong to
the set K , moreover these distances plus k also belong to K (as distances measured from
the first copy of D′ in B ′). In other words, each large enough n′ ∈ K ′ is contained in K
together with an interval of length k, moreover this interval shifted forward by k units is
still contained in K . This implies that each n′ ∈ K ′ is contained in K together with the
interval [n′, n′ + k]. Because K ′ is syndetic with gap k, we have proved that K contains an
interval [m,∞).
Finally, let Z be the closed and open (relatively in X) cylinder consisting of all se-
quences z ∈ X in which the symbol 2 does not occur at coordinate zero. It is not hard to
see that the map sending each z ∈ Z to the 0–1 sequence obtained from z by skipping the
symbols 2 is a topological factor map from the system (Z,SZ), induced on Z, onto the
Toeplitz flow (Y,S) generated by y. Because (Y,S), as a Toeplitz flow, does not possess
the stroboscopic property (Theorem 4.4), and since this property is inherited by topological
factors, the induced system (Z,SZ) cannot possess it, either. This concludes the example.
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